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A BSTRACT. A prion mixings of eigenstates in physical states are quantum mechanical effects
well known in several rcalms of physics. The possihility that such cffects are also present in
particle physics, in the form of Ravor ami parity mixings, is studied. An application to weak
radiative decays of hyperons is discussed. Jt is suggested that this scheme may al so be present in
non-leptonic and rare mode decays as the enhancement phenomenon.

RESUMEN. Las mezclas a priori de eigenestados en estados físicos son efectos de la mecánica
cuántica bien conocidos en varias ramas de la fisica. Se estudia la posibilidad de que tales efectos
también estén presentes en la física de partículas, en la forma de mezclas de sabor y paridad.
Se discute una aplicación a los decaimientos radiativos débiles de hiperones. Se sugiere que este
esquema pueda también estar presente en los decaimientos no leptónicos y de modos raros como
el fenómeno de realce.
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l. INTRODUCTION

Beeanse parity and strong flavars (strangeness, eharlll, etc.) are violated in nature, the
physieal (mass eigenstates) hadrons eannot be either parity or flavor eigenstates, i.e.,
the forrner must be a<imixturcs of thc latlcr. It is gcnerany bclicved that thc hreaking
of flavor global groups is eaused by the lIlass di!ferenees of hadrons, but in sueh a way
that parity and al! flavors are eonserved, i.e., the lIlass operator of hadrons giving rise to
sueh breakings does not eontain a pieee that violates parity ami flavor. The flavor and
parity lIlixings in physieal hadrans are attribnted to the perturbative intervention of w~ot
and Z2 (parity mixing only). And, preeisely beeanse sneh intervention is perturbative,
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such mixings can appear only in higher orders of perturbation theory; thus, such mixings
appear, so to speak, a posteriori.

However, the possibility that the mass operator ofhadrons does contain a (necessarily)
very small piece that is flavor and parity violating is not excluded by any fundamental
principIe. If such a piece does exist, then, the parity and flavor admixtures in hadrons
must come a priori, in a non-perturbative way. It is not idle to emphasize that such a
piece could not be attributed to the W; and Z2.

Our purposes in this paper are: (i) to explore the possibility that the mass operator
of hadrons contain flavor and ¡Jarity violating pieces leading to a priori mixings; (ii) to
study how to implement the a priori mixings in hadrons; and (iii) to illustrate the
potential usefulness such mixings might have. Accordingly, in Sec. 2 we discuss how a
priori mixings may be introduced at the hadron level via an ansatz, and in Sec. 3 we
apply a priori mixings to weak radiative decays of hyperons in order to show how the
framework we introduced can be used. We reserve the ¡ast section to discuss the potential
implications of a priori mixings in particle physics.

To close this section, let us remark that a priori mixings are quantum mechanical
effects well known in other realms of physics, e.g., atomic physics. Thus, another way to
put the aims of this paper is to explore the questions whether a priori mixings are also
present in particle physics and what consequences this could have.

2. AN ANSATZ

The implementation of a priori mixings for practical applications cannot, as of today, be
achieved from first principIes, i.e., by starting from a model at the quark level and then
performing the Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) calculations to obtain the physical
hadrons and their couplings. In order to proceed we must elaborate an ansatz. We shall
do this in a series of steps (or working hypothesis) and we shall restrict what follows to
spin t baryons.

Our ansatz consists of the following steps:
SI. In addition to ordinary or s-baryons there exist p-baryons. Let us assume that

the s-baryons have intrinsic parity opposite to the one of the p-baryons. This is a crucial
assumption in our approach. The indices s and l' refer to this, s means positive intrinsic
parity and l' mean s negative intrinsic parity. Both sets have the same strong-flavor
assignment and belong to two different 20 representations of SU4.

S2. There exist very small flavor and parity violating pieces in the mass operator for
such baryons and the passage to the physical baryons is performed by a final rotation
R = (rij) that diagonalizes the mass operator. R will be considered real for simplicity
and since we are not taking into account the CP-violation problem in baryon decays. This
leads to a priori flavor and parity admixtures in the physical (mass eigenstates) baryons,
for example, like Aph = As + cm, + a'np + {33~+{3'3~+ .. '. We do not know how to fix
the matrix elements of R, but on experimental grounds we can advance that the mixing
angles are very small, so that, riJ = bij + <ij, with <Ji = -<ij and i,j = 1, ... , 20.

S3. The small mixing parameters (a, a', (3, etc.) are determined by assigning strong-
flavor group properties to the transformation matrix R. For example, for SU3 octets:
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where U"J-0",00;., and 0'" are aH U-spin (charge conserving) ladd~ operators, with U"
and O" (U" and O,,) acting on s-baryons (p-baryons). The U" and U" operators connect
hadrons in the same representation, so that, they are generators, but O" and 0" are not,
of necessity, because they can connect hadrons that belong to different representations.
With the_property RRt = Rt R = 1 and if we choose the symmetric D-type couplings of
O" and O" equal to zero, then the a priori flavor and parity mixings for 5U3 octets can
be described in terms of only four independent mixing angles named: a, 6, 6', and (j. We
must point out that the previous rules in this step have a paraHelism at the quark level
so that they should be necessary to develop a formulation at that level. This matter will
not be tried here.

5tep 53 leads to [1]

Pph= P, + aE; + 6E: + ,
E;h = E; - ap, + 6'pp + ,

E~h= E; + a3; + 63; + ,
3~h= 3; - aE; + <5'E;+ ,

nph= n, +a (-J2E~+ AA,) +<5(-J2E~+ AAp) + ... ,

Aph= A, + aA (3~ - n,) + <5A 3~ + <5'A np + ... ,

"o "o 1 (-O ), 1 -o ,'1L..ph= L..,+ a7z =., - n, + u7z ='p + u 7znp + ... ,

3gh = 3~ - a ( -J2E~+ A A,) + <5'(-J2E~+ A Ap) + ... (2)

We have displayed only the predominantly ordinary matter physical baryons in terms of
baryons that correspond to 5U3 octets, so that only three independent mixing angles a,
6, and <5' survive in this calculation. The mixings with the other baryons corresponding
to the 20 representations of 5U4 are similar to the aboye ones. In Eqs. (2) the dots stand
for the latter flavor and parity mixings.

We have in mind an application to the observed weak radiative decays of hyperons.
In this respect we introduce two more steps.

54. The e.m. current operator J¡~mfor baryons is a f1avor conserving Lorentz proper
vector.

55. The leading form factors h in the matrix clements of Jzm between s and s, s
and p, and p and p baryons are governed by the e.m. charge operator and the induced
form factors 12 are independent of the s and p indices (because of hermiticity, the sign
of 12 in the matrix elements between p and s baryons must be reversed W.r.t. the sign
of 12 in the matrix elements between s amI p baryons).
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We wish to caution the reader that in assumption S5 the subindices s and p in the form
factors h should not be confused and taken to mean that they correspond to transition
matrix elements between predominantly ordinary matter baryons and predominantly
mirror matter baryons. This is important because the dimensionful magnetic-type h
depend on a mass scale determined by the masses of the physical baryons used. In
Eqs. (2) the masses are of the order of 1 GeV and the pieces of the matrix elements
of J~m between these baryons that carry the indices s and p have a mass scale of this
1 GeV order. If one were to compute transitions between a predominantly ordinary
matter baryon and a.predominantly mirrar matter baryan then, of course, the mass scale
would be dominated by the mass of the latter baryon, a scale which is unknown and by
necessity must be very large. In the next section we shall be concerned with transitions
between predominantly ordinary matter baryons exclusively.

3. AN APPLICATION

Our paper would not be complete if we did not attempt an application of the physical
baryons with the non-perturbative a priori mixings of f1avor and parity eigenstates. A
most direct application we may have is the weak radiative decays of hyperons, although
admittedly these may not necessarily be the easiest physical processes to understand.

The important point to remark is that, in contrast to W; mediated weak radiative
decays, a priori mixed baryons can produce weak radiative decays via the ordinary
electromagllctic interaction hamiltoniall H~~= eJ~m AJl, where J~m is the farniliar e.m.
current operator which is a flavor conserving Lorentz proper four-vector. That is, a priori
mixings in baryons lead to weak radiative decays that in reality are ordinary parity and
f1avor conserving radiative decays, whose transition amplitudes are non-zero only because
physical baryons are not f1avor and parity eigenstates. Nevertheless, we use the standard
notation "weak radiative decays" to bring the attention of the experts in this area.

The radiative decay amplitudes we want are given by the usual matrix elements

where Aph and Bph stand for hyperons. A very simple calculation leads to the following
hadronic matrix elements:

(PphIJ¿mIE;h) = up [a (ir - In + (o/g - Olr) '"(5] ia~VqvU¡;+,

(E~hIJ¿ml=~h) = U¡;_ [a (ir - Ir) + (O/Ir - Olr) '"(5] ia~VqvU=._,

(nphIJ¿mIAph) = Un {a [f¡ (/2\ - g) + ~/fA]
+ [f¡ (0/12 - 012\) - O ~/fA] '"(5}ia~VqvUA, (3)
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The spinors UA, A = p, L:+, ctc. are ordinary four-component Dirac spinors and q
pa - PA. In accordance with SS, in Eqs. (3) we havc uscd the generator properties of
the electric charge, which requirc Ji, = 1ft = 1, etc. and also, since s and p baryons
belong to different irrcducible rcpresentations, Jisp = Ifs; = O, ctc. In addition, we
have dropped the indiccs s and p in the 12, so that I~,= I~,p# Jit = Ir.;, etc.
All the matrix clements are of the form fia(e + D15)ia~VqvuA, where e and D would,
respectivcly, correspond to the parity conserving and parity violating amplitudes of thcW; mediated decays, although in our casc both amplitudcs are indecd parity conscrving.
Notice that Eqs. (3) comply with e.m. gauge invariancc.

We shall compare Eqs. (3) with experiment, ignoring the contributions of W; ampli-
tudes. We shall do this in order to be able to apprcciatc to what cxtent a priori mixings
providc on their own right a framework to describc weak radiative decays.

To be able to procccd, we must decide what are thc 12 fonn factors in Eqs. (3).
They are anomalous magnetic moment transition form factors, because, for example,
If+ corresponds to a form factor between L:+ !lavor eigenstates present in the incúming
physical L:+ with mass mE+ and present in the outgoing physical p with mass mp• The
12 form factors are affected by the masses of physical states. However, wc shall assumc
that as a first approximation such mass dependence may be ignored. In this case, the
12 in Eqs. (3) may be idcntified with thc measurcd anomalous magnetic moments of thc
hyperons, i.e., I.f = I'~~p- eA/ep (in nuclear magnetons). Only Ii'" is not measured [2]'
we shall use its SU(3) cstimatc, I'EO = ~(I'E+ + I'E-)' as its ccntral value with a 10%
crror bar. Also, we allow a 6% theoretical error in all the others.

The unknown quantities in Eqs. (3)are a, 5 and 5'. We have no theoretical argument
available to fix their values. Wc must lcave thcm as frec paramcters and extract their
values from experiment. For this purpose amplitudes (3) should be plugged into the
usual formulas for the decay rates and angular asymmctries. These formulas and the
experimcntal data can be found in Rcf. 2. Thc results are displayed in Tablc 1. The
values obtained for the a priori mixing angles arc

a = (1.4 :!: 0.3) x 10-6,

5 = (-0.35 :!: 0.13) x 10-6,

5' = (-0.22 :!: 0.13) x 10-6.

(4)
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TABLE1. Predictions for tbe asymrnetries and brancbing fractions (in units of 10-3) of tbe weak
radiative decays considered, along witb tbe eigbt experimental rneasurements from Re£. 2.

Decay
E+ --+ Ir¡

,,- --+ E-,.
.\ --+ ",.

:=°4.:\1',,0 --+ E0,.

a'h
-0.75

0.57

-0.85

-0.23

-0.03

°exp

-0.76:l: 0.08

0.4 :l: 0.4

0.2:l: 0.32

Fraction (r¡/r)'h
1.3

0.14

1.8

1.1

3.2

Fraction (r¡/r)exp
1.25:l: 0.07

0.127:l: 0.023

1.75:l: 0.15

1.06:l: 0.16

3.5 :l:0.4

From Table I one can see that, given its simplicity, the above weakly mixed baryon
scheme provides a qualitative reasonable description of weak radiative decays of hyperons.
For completeness, our results may be compared with those obtained when the W -boson
is responsible for these decays. Tbis patb bas been extensively discussed, very recent
reviews are found in Ref. 3. All the models considered so far contain three or more free
parameters, most of them are fixed with non-Ieptonic hyperon decays data. The main
conclusion of Ref. 3 is that we still do not have a satisfactory theoretical explanation
of weak radiative decays of hyperons. In this respect, it is important to remark that
following our approach the calculations are appreciably simpler.

Nevertheless, it must be stressed that these results must be taken only as qualita-
tive and not as quantitative. Given the simplicity of tbe above approach we find them
encouraging enough as to take the a priori mixings in hadrons as a serious possibility.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the previous sections we have explored the possibility that f1avor and parity violating
pieces in the mass operator of hadrons may existo In this case, physical hadrons would
show non-perturbative mixings of flavor and parity eigenstates, i.e., right from the start.
These we have called a priori mixings to distinguish them from the mixings originated
by the interventions of the IV,;" and Z2 bosons, wbich are perturbative and lead to such
mixings in hadrons, but in an a postcriori fashioll.

If a priori mixings are present, then weak decays may go via the f1avor and parity
conserving hamiltonians of strong and electromagnetic interactions. That is, with these
mixings therc would cxist anothcr lIlcchanisIIl to produce wcak radiativc, non-leptonic,
and rare mode decays of hadrons, in addition to the already existing mechanisms provided
by the IV~;'and Z2 bosons. One is immediately led to several questions: if a priori mixings
in hadrons do exist in nature, how do their contributions compare to those of the IV,; ?,
can their cOlltributions be relevant'!, a.nd if .so, would they improve OUf Iluderstanding of
weak decays of hadrons?

I3efore discussing these questions one must first be able to calculate such contri bu-
bons. This is not an easy task; however, one can introduce working hypotheses, based
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on educated guesses as much as possible. This we have done in Sec. 2 for spin ~ baryons.
This collection of working hypotheses or ansatz enabled us to perform sorne calcula-
tions. As an illustration, we made an application to weak radiative decays of hyperons,
in Sec. 3. In order to keep things still at a relatively simple level, we introduced sorne
approximations and, because of this, the results obtained should be judged as qualitative
onIy. We find them to be encouraging enough as to condude that a priori mixings in
hadrons shóuld be taken seriously, as a novel possibility in partide physics.

Let us retake the aboye questions. As we mentioned in Sec. 3, we lack any theoretical
argument to roughly estimate the size of the a priori mixing angles. Clearly, it could
well be the case that they are non-zero, so that this new elfect does exist in partide
physics as it does in other realms of physics, but they are extremely small. This would
mean that with even very precise data a priori mixings would go undetected. In other
words, the elfect might exist but it would be a theoretical curiosity, irrelevant for practical
purposes. The next possibility would be that the mixing angles be such that they lead to
observable weak decays comparable to those mediated by Wf. In this case, one would
have to faee the complicated situation of disentangling what belongs to what in describing
experimental data. The last possibility is that the a priori mixing angles be such that
they lead to contributions appreciably larger than the corresponding ones of Wf. In-
as-much as a priori mixings are concerned, this is the really interesting situation. Their
experimental predictions could then be subject to condusive tests. Therefore, it is this
last possibility we shall concentrate upon.

In the understanding of non-Ieptonic, weak radiative, and rare mode decays of hadrons
a long-standing problem still remains an open challenge. This is the enhancement phe-
nomenon. An impressive amount of elfort has been invested in trying to demonstrate
that the strong interactions that dress the hadron weak decays mediated by Wf are
responsible for such an enhancement. The results so far are disappointing. It is com-
monly believed that the reason for this failure is our inability to compute with QCD,
but once we can calculate better this problem will be solved favorably. Along this line of
reasoning, the situation envisaged is that the intermediation of Wf will saturate all mea-
surements on flavor changing decays of hadrons and if any other mechanism exists it will
necessarily be negligibly small, e.y., a priori mixings could not go beyond the theoretical
curiosity level we just mentioned. However, it may happen that-once we can calculate
better with QCD and contrary to expectations-it is demonstrated that enhancement
cannot be produced by strong interactions. In this situation a new mechanism would be
required.

This last comment provides the means to subject a priori mixings to critical tests.
One of these 'is that, if they are to be an interesting elfect in hadron weak decays, they
should produce the observed enhancement phenomenon. Another very important one is
that one should expect that the a priori mixing angles show a universality-like property,
i.e., that their values appear resonably stable in different types of weak decays. However
the judgement of how these tests and others are passed or failed will also be limited in the
near future by our inability to calculate better with QCD. Accordingly, one should first
expect to obtain relevant qualitative results and afterwards quantitative results based on
educated guesses and simple models as we have illustrated in Secs. 2 and 3. Clearly, it
is along these lines that efforts of future research in this subject should be addressed.
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AIso, the contributions of W¡ should be induded at sorne point at a, for consistency,
smal! level, say, by assuming that its I~II = 1/2 amplitudes are of the same order of
magnitude as its I~II= 3/2 amplitudes.

To dose this paper and in the light of this discussion, we must stress that our appli-
cation to weak radiative decays of hyperons shouId be taken more than anything else just
as an exercise to Iearn to use a priori mixings of baryons. A more detailed analysis of
these decays should be retaken later on. NevertheIess, for the time being we may point
out that the results in Seco 3 are encouraging enough so as to take with seriousness the
possibility of the existence of this effect in partide physics.
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